Basic and clinical research on photodynamic therapy at Tokyo Medical University Hospital.
We have been engaged in basic and clinical research on photodynamic therapy (PDT) and photodynamic diagnosis (PDD) for more than 25 years. PDT for 264 centrally located early-stage lung cancer lesions yielded an initial complete response (CR) rate of 84.8%. PDT is now becoming a standard option for centrally located stage 0 (TisN0M0) and stage I (T1N0M0) lung cancer. It is an attractive option for elderly patients in poor physical condition. Recent results of interstitial PDT for peripheral-type lung cancers suggest that it may be a promising local curative treatment modality for lesions less than 1.0 cm in diameter. In this article, we introduce our recent clinical trials of PDT for lung cancers (both central and peripheral), and new techniques of PDD in sentinel node navigation biopsy for breast cancers. Moreover, we introduce basic research on cancers and infectious diseases in order to expand the clinical applications of PDT.